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About This Game

Roulette Simulator presents players with the greatest modern Roulette gambling simulation. Experience the highs and the lows
in real-time as you try to beat the roulette wheel during the intensity of each spin!

3D Roulette Simulation

 Themed Roulette Wheels

 Realistic Wheel and Ball Physics.

 Experience Roulette in a 3D Physics-based simulation engine!

 Every spin matters! Every outcome presents intense moments and dramatic possibilities!

 Practice betting strategies to master the roulette wheel and earn great profits!

 Build your bankroll and move up the all-time Steam Leaderboards with every winning bet.

 Earn Roulette Achievements! (Steam Achievements integration)
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Steam Features

 Steam Leaderboards.

 Steam Achievements.
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Title: Roulette Simulator
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
JDRumble
Publisher:
JDRumble
Release Date: 19 Jan, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or Newer

Processor: Intel i3 Processor

Memory: 8 MB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 400 Series or Later.

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: Integrated Audio

Additional Notes: 60 FPS is the recommended frame rate.

English
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I really don't like this game. I wanted to. I love tower defense. I don't like this. This is the mad-clicky sort of tower defense, and
it doesn't even feel slightly strategic. The only positive I can offer is that the game is pretty difficult in the later stages.. A simple
FPS made in one of those FPS maker engines that evokes the color\/style of ZX Spectrum games.

The biggest problem this game has is its controls. Mouselook and strafing causes things to go haywire, and in some cases the left
mouse button wouldn't work, making it impossible to attack.

In addition, ammo pickups only work for your currently equipped weapon, so you have to cycle through your weapons (in a
fixed order, no selecting individual weapons) to fill ammo. Worst off, you have to find these gems strewn about every level and
acquire 500,000 points worth to get past level 15. It's just a bunch of questionable decisions that I'm not sure who to blame: the
developers, or the middleware they used to make this.

Why play this when Wolfenstein 3D and Blake Stone exist? It doesn't do anything that those two games don't already do better,
and those came out 20 years before this game did. I can't really recommend playing this unless you like being frustrated.

Granted, I only paid $1 for this. Buy it if you're curious or you can't deny a cheap deal. But it's not some hidden gem or
anything.. This is a swell game for a group of students. Pretty neat!. A fairly short platformer with portal-esque controls, great
artistic design, and a killer soundtrack. Given that it's developed in unity it does have some glitches\/problems but that is to be
expected other than that it's great, so check this game out if you get the chance!. All Pop Cap's games are just perfect. Easy to
learn, "plug & play" but, with increasing difficulty and clear instructions before every new thing to learn. Intense rythm, you are
always clicking the mouse, no time to rest. Original, they can be based on anything else but they do their own way and with
outstanding imagination. The right difficulty at the right time, to maintain the interest. Variated play modes. Ridiculous simple
controls, usually just the mouse and their two buttons, some times the arrows pad is also neeced but, that's all. Very good music
and sound effects....
Well, if you already played Zuma, you know what I mean but, they have other interesting titles and this is one of them.
Highly recommeded for casual tmes, when you are in a hurry and want to play just a bit or, for that "in between big games"
time.
ORIGINAL, AS PEEGLES. HIGHLY ADDICTIVE.. Alright. So this is a nice Screen Recorder. Game recording on the other
had is slightly off.

My Rig: Desktop
Intel i7 9700k
Windows 10
Asus Asus GeForce GTX 1070Ti 8gb
Vulcan T-Force 8gb 3000Mhz
Samsung 970 Evo 250gb M.2 (Operating System)
Samsung 1TB 860 EVO SSD (Games\/Softwere\/Recordings)
Seagate 3TB BarraCuda 5400rpm HDD (Storage)
Segate 6TB BarraCuda 5400rpm HDD (Backups)

Compering it to the same clip taken with Shadowplay at 100% 1080p 60fps for both. There is no graphical changes by ether to
the game play or each other. During capture it has major lag when moving around goes down to mid 40's.

Normally it sits at a 2-3fps drops at a locked 60fps. It also induces slight micro stutter. Found this out by panning in a few light
games. Northguard, Insurgancy, Godus and Empires of the Undergrowth. This results in output video only. From the issue at
hand I put this down to games arn't directly supported by the software. That being through Directx or OpenGL.

However it has probs on of the best UI structure. Very simple with a clean UI. The more detailed options don't exist though.
Such as picking another video bit rate and such for the more tec peeps.

Overall
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Screen Recording: 10\/10
Game Recording: 7\/10

Specifics in Game

Fps drop: 9\/10
Quality: 10\/10
Stutter: 6\/10

Overall perfect for Screen Recording and good for Game Capture for friends. Got a way to go till it becomes actual Youtube
Gameing Creator type software.. *** Note: Early access review, game was just released. I will continue to update this.

Am I really the first person to review this? Wow, what an honor and a responsability and a nice oppertunity for dev interaction!

Initial Impressions: I really like this game. The building system is already quite tight and I really enjoy this sort of thing. It
reminds me of a cross between Shores of Hazeron's building system, Minecraft and Kerbal Space Program in terms of
construction with some Space Engineers thrown in and Privateer or Freelancer in the gameplay.

The controls are pretty intuitive, though the camera angle stuff vexes me on occasion but that is something *I* need to learn.
The module system is great, I was able to make a nice ship design right from the start. If you begin with the tutorial it's pretty
important to scavenge the heck out of the pile around you.

Controls: Decent
Graphics: Decent
Music: ... I feel like I've heard it before, but I can't tell.
Humor: I enjoy the game's sense of humor. 'An entire enemy fleet and their mom seems to be here' was entertaining to pop up
among other things.

Constructive Suggestions: I will edit this as I find them, but:
* An all stop hotkey. I realize that the ship will bring itself to a stop but sometimes you want to stop drifting left \/now\/ and it's
less confusing just to have a 'helm, STOP' button.
* A nice module idea would be ramming shields.

Keep up the good work. I've got my eye on this game and will be playing it a fair bit as we go. It's a very, very good start,
especially for early access.
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\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 game of all time -_- not even worth playing if all your doing is playing agenst NPCs.
fun little rpg. gave me many hours of fun gameplay. I recommend Little Bug really strongly, with one major caveat which I'll get
to at the end.

This game has its presentation down, and it's unique mechanic of a buddy-system style grappling hook feels REALLY well
implemented and is the basis for some fun and occasionally pretty challenging platforming. If you're always on the lookout for
unique platformers like I am, this totally fits the bill and has plenty of charm too.

That said, the game is very, very short. As you can see by my time played, I managed to finish the game in only 55 minutes. I
didn't collect everything (not a completionist), so you could technically call it a quick run through if you want, but I realize the
fact that the game CAN be completed in under an hour without specifically trying to speedrun will be an issue for some people.

Additionally, while some games are this short and feel appropriate in length to not outstay their welcome, this isn't one of those.
Little Bug had just felt like it was starting to blossom through creative puzzles and new twists, and I feel like a lot more could
have been done with it. Here's hoping the team makes enough from this one to make a sequel with more content. In the
meantime, I highly recommend supporting them, especially when it's on sale.. Pointless game. 2/10 Don't Buy.. In my opinion,
this is the best North American train avalible right now. I've ridden one of these, and the sounds are spot on! so are the braking
physics and the passenger view. The only thing I dislike is that the middle pair of doors open at every stop, even at low
platforms.

So in conclusion,

10\/10
Statement: Just get it, this is actually worth the full price for once. This is not an elaborate review, however they enjoyment and
excitement I have been able to crop up from this game with only a couple of hours is astonishing. It's a steal at this price point,
including almost 2 full 20$ novels due to the nature of the varying paths and decisions available. I would highly recommend this
to anyone with a love of reading, of role playing games. If you would like to check out some of the gameplay available, I will
leave a link below to my channel, where I play through the game. Spoilers beware, although your playthrough will not be the
same as mine.
-https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/playlist?list=PLQRhrEoQAG0E86fEnakjSlwL9otl3yl4W. Passed first time using this software.
Layout extremly similar to that of exact test. Passed first time.. i have nine words for you:
i have three words for you:
they have benises. The translation is fine from what I have played so far.

For custom controls and configuration; the options are there under the "Play Configuration Tool"

Controls are excellent but perhaps Mainstream integration is something most are use too. TO me I prefer it this way before
launching:

When you have your controller set up and you do not know what buttons are assigned -- make sure your assign button is
highlighted once the assigned button is clicked you can run through your button scheme options of your choosing by clicking
your keys to match what you want.

[E.G I have start and taunt on my Start and Select button set ; its what I assigned my button option setting]
BY Default your Start/Pause button is set as your right trigger but remember all you have to do is change the button setting to
make it more comfortable.

The regular buttons are set if you are an Xbox Controller user as :
-D pad is used but you can switch it to Controller stick.
If you go over your COMMAND LIST: You'll notice that your buttons are assigned as Light blue , Neutral Blue and Dark blue.

COMMAND LIST screen is there when you start the game when you Select your Fighter and you're able to browse the
conditions for the Movesets for each Character.

[Additional note: Majority of the other 'white bubble text' before a command means 'In the Air'.]
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Y = D / Switching your character out
A = Light Hit [Light blue]
B = Medium Hit [ Neutral blue]
X = Hard hit [Dark blue]

Your Right and Left top buttons are not assigned and there are options for comfort of the player to assign your
"Throw" [B+C] and "Special Trigger for Special moves" [A+B] -; you have the option to set them for yourself of the comfort of
user controller setting.

You also have the [A+B+C] setting which is trigger your "Special Field room" for your character.
[You can see more INFORMATION through the youtube video I will post below about Special Field room]

There is video out for just your basics on how to use your Y/D button along with other tactics that make this game extremely
special should you have questions and concerns about Basic to Slightly advance Tactics.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Link Below For Basic Player Guide and User interface. :

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ugH2djk09v4
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

I do not speak Native Japanese but it was extremely easy for me to figure out.

Chances are if you are looking at the reviews that do not know how to play this game are not providing effort for finding how to
figure out the user interface.

Please do not let that sway you from looking at a great cross over game because it's actually extremely simple; the combos are
not that hard and anyone that is not familiar with platforms will find this easier than most Tag Battles.

8/10

Graphics:
Frames are interesting for character animation.

Some of the sketched animation could have been more covered or illustrated as far as the movement sets for more fluid looking
movement visuals BUT for a VISUAL NOVEL for it to turn to a FIGHTER is quite extreme for the integrity of the developers
- Very cool.

Walking animations for characters are fine and jump settings are fine.

Gameplay: I think overall them keeping true to the series Visual Novel Aesthetic was nice. I was not expecting too much for a
game that was published 6 years ago. Looks great still.

Interface:
I think this is lacking a little bit. The development of the User Screen when the game opens up could have been better set then a
regualr Generic PC interface look as if it just came fresh from the Arcade and putting it on a platform. A little bit of a turn off
when I first started. It does not bug me much now but the fact is first impressions on a franchise is really important.

Controller Settings: 10/10 you literally have full controller settings.

I am not sure what people are saying on here mostly probably due to User Error or not familiar with the Launch Configure tool.
It may not appeal to Western Audiences but a lot of Japanese games do have launch configure tools before opening a game up
and not inside the game.
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Story: They are already developed characters in their Visual Novel/s.

Great game. I would not mind paying attention to the negative reviews too much and it was worth the 20.00 for some fun.

NOTICE - Performance / Physics:
Some users have reported that when they attempt to spin the roulette wheel, the ball will on occasion, spin forever.

There are a few reasons as to why this could be happening...

Basically, the physics requires frame by frame calculations and some computers (mainly lower end computers with low
memory) can struggle to process these real-time physics, so these calculations are not being resolved in a reasonable time-frame,
and end up causing the ball to spin forever.

I am aware of this issue, and currently looking for a possible way around it.
I do want to remind users to read the system requirements, as I have updated them to better reflect what type of hardware should
be able to run Roulette Simulator's physics calculations without issues.

Part of the reason Roulette Simulator is entirely unique is because we don't use a random number generating system, and rather
use physics entirely to generate a roulette outcome.

This physics issue is happening to an extremely small amount of people, less than one percent, so it is extremely unlikely that
you will face any issues if your computer hardware is relatively up-to-date.

If you have any questions, feel free to post in the discussions community hub and I will get back as soon as possible.

Thank you!. Roulette Simulator - Weekly Sale:
Roulette Simulator is currently featured in a weekly sale!. American Wheel Added + Leaderboards Published:
Some users requested the addition of the American Roulette wheel (with the additional 00 on the wheel). This update has
integrated the option to select between both the European (0 only) and American (0 and 00) wheels.

Additionally, I have added a Leaderboards button on the main menu so users can compare their balance to the global online
leaderboards!

Enjoy!. One Additional Week Featured Sale!:
This game will be on sale for an additional week following the Lunar New Year's Steam Sale!

Enjoy!. Roulette Simulator 2:
Roulette Simulator 2 has finally launched, this time with all new features and redesigned gameplay elements.

Enjoy new features like Column Betting, Faster Spins, Resdesigned Physics, and an all new UI interface!

Roulette Simulator 2 will be on sale for its opening week on Steam, and for the remainder of the Winter Sale!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1002490/Roulette_Simulator_2/. Weekly Sale - October 1st:
Enjoy 75% off of Roulette Simulator for 1 week!. Update - Toggle Music Button Added:
I have added the option to toggle the background music when spinning the Roulette Wheel.

There is now a button in the top right corner of the screen that you can press to toggle the music.

Thanks for playing Roulette Simulator!
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